(e = picture  tegami = letter / message)
What is etegami?

• Etegmi literally means “picture letters”
• Etegami are cards (usually postcards) with simple painted images that are
accompanied by heartfelt words or a haiku that echo the image and reflect feelings.
These cards are mailed to a friend or loved one.
• Images are outlined in black ink (sumi) and enhanced with watercolor or pastel
o Traditional subjects are based in nature: fruit, veggies, flowers, trees and
animals, and they are often seasonal (e.g., flowers in spring, leaves in fall)
• Words are written in a very simple way, making them easy to read
• Etegami signatures are a stamp or “chop”—can be a formal Chinese chop or an
eraser carved with an initial or an image that represents the artist
• Motto of etegami: “Clumsiness is no problem. Clumsy makes it better.”
o Etegami are created spontaneously. There is little or no preliminary sketching
before accomplishing the final. It’s a one-shot deal.
o Etegami are “living.” The sumi black lines can be very wobbly, almost like
they’re breathing. The Japanese call these “living lines.”

Origin / history

• Etegami was created by Kunio Koike in the 1970s
• Koike was originally a traditional, disciplined calligraphy student, but he wanted
something more spontaneous, personal and accessible to everyone, especially
people who didn’t feel their art was “good enough” for others’ eyes.
• Koike established the Japanese Etegami Society in 1996. It has only recently
come to North America and the Western world, rapidly gaining in popularity
with traditional and contemporary sumi artists and calligraphers.

Some of Koike’s work

Contemporary Western style etegami
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Materials
• Paper: Standard postcards (Canson, Strathmore, Fabriano, Kuretake) or cut your own
4 x 6 cards with 140# watercolor paper
• Ink: Sumi ink, either liquid or ink stick ground on stone
• Watercolor: Traditional gansai (mineral-based watercolors from Japan) is best, but any
watercolor is fine; can also apply color with shaved soft pastels or tissue paper collage
• Brushes: One sumi brush for the ink outline drawings, and one other for the watercolors
• Writing tool: Make sure your writing tool has permanent, waterproof ink. Water-based
markers will run if they get wet. Remember—these are going through the mail.
Recommended pens are Sharpie Fine Tip or Tombow Fudenosuke brush pen.
• Paint dishes or a small 6-well palette
• Water cups (best to have three—one for dirty, one for medium-dirty and one clean)
• Stamp or chop with Chinese red or vermillion ink
• Recommended book: “A Beginner’s Guide to Etegami” by Dosankodebbie

Technique
• Think about who you’re sending the card to and choose a subject for that person
• Hold the brush handle towards the top end so it’s purposely harder to control. Hold it
vertically, perpendicular to the paper, with thumb and first two fingers; elbow out
• Draw the lines very, very slowly, which will cause the ink to be sort of wobbly, creating the
sought-after “living lines”
• Feel your heart beat and feel that sensation go into your brush! Be sure to bre-e-e-athe.
• Practice basic brush strokes at the start of your etegami session to get a feel for your line
• To add interest and focus, bleed part of your image off the edge or corner of the card
• Leave adequate white space to allow the image to breathe; don’t fill up the card
• Generally, use no more than three colors
• Enjoy the wabi-sabi imperfections—no need to go back and “fix” the lines
• Add your message or haiku to accompany the image—with waterproof ink! Make your
messages fun and humorous!
• Be sure to sign the card with a stamp or chop (Chinese red or vermillion ink)
• Mail the card. It’s not a true etegami if it’s not mailed!
Postcard mailing info +

§ A standard postcard is 3.5” x 5”,
with maximum size 4.25” x 6”
($. 35 stamp)
§ Larger postcards (up to 6 x 11)
about $ .50 or a regular 1st class
stamp
§ International (from U.S.): $1.15
for standard postcard up to
4.25” x 6”
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